Providing care,
comfort and
companionship

Hartford Care is a family-owned business, led by husband and wife team
Sean and Jo Gavin and supported by a professional management team.
Collectively, our backgrounds incorporate customer care at the
highest level: health, education, finance, social care and a
thorough knowledge of the industry’s regulatory authority.
Always working together, we ensure the knowledge and experience
that emanates from our unique blend of talent and expertise
is shared with our home managers and carers.
Respect for our residents’ privacy, dignity and individuality
is at the heart of everything we do.
We firmly believe that each and every one of our residents has
an absolute right to choose the way they live their lives.
Whatever their preferences, we do all we can to support our residents
by providing them with the best possible environment
in which to enjoy them.
Physical needs are carefully considered and, as such, we believe
it is important to actively involve residents in their own care to
ensure they retain as much independence as possible.
We understand the vital importance of looking after the emotional and
spiritual needs of both residents and their nearest and dearest.
We are proud that Hartford Care, established more than a century
ago, remains a family-owned business and firmly believe our excellent
reputation within the care industry has been achieved by remaining
constant to our core values of care, comfort and companionship.

Welcome to The Elms…
A home where comfort is key
The Elms Nursing Home is a proud
addition to the Hartford Care family. The
Elms is a charming and cosy family home
on the Isle of Wight, where life is lived to
the full.

Respect and dignity is at the heart of
everything we do at The Elms Nursing Home.
Our personalised care is individual to each
of our residents and is designed in
partnership with them and their families.

The Elms is a delightful character
residence located in the beautiful village of
Bembridge on the most easterly point of
the Island, often thought of as the largest
village in the UK.

The home benefits from a strong
management team leading kind and
committed carers who ensure not only that
the residents are safe and well cared for, but
also happy and content.

The Elms is a wonderful Edwardian
property with a purpose-built wing, that
was originally adapted from a former hotel,
that provides a warm and comfortable
environment for residents.

The quality of lifestyle is key to residing at
The Elms. The activities team helps
residents maintain important hobbies and
engage in planned activities, whilst the
dining experience ensures our residents
benefit from eating home cooked meals in a
positive social setting.

Our
fully
train ed,
caring
and
compassionate team has created an
exceptional nursing and residential home
on the Island, equipped with 48 bedrooms,
a large car park and beautiful central
courtyard garden and patio.

The care at The Elms is centred around
Hartford Care’s three underlying values at
its core. These are care, comfort and
companionship.
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What makes The Elms a truly positive
place in which to live is the warm and
happy atmosphere, the compassionate and
caring staff and Hartford Care’s unique
ethos of providing great care. We really get
to know our residents, learning what is
important to them and what makes them
feel safe and happy.
We will also work hard to ensure families
feel just as comfortable and relaxed. This
starts with them not only knowing their
loved ones are safe and content, but also
involving them at every stage of their care
planning and ensuring they can visit at
any time of the day.

Our mission is to
provide care,
comfort and
companionship
in an environment
that is safe and
happy for all.

Family is hugely important to all of us at
The Elms and we actively encourage family and
friends to spend as much time as they wish
with their loved ones, whether it be relaxing in
one of our quiet lounges or celebrating
something special, such as a birthday or
anniversary.
We understand how important it is for our
residents and the home to be at the heart of
the local community and we have built close
links with local clubs, churches and societies.
Residents regularly enjoy trips out into the
surrounding areas because we know that this
is key to delivering an interesting and varied
life which our residents deserve.

The Elms is close to Bembridge
beach and just a short walk from
the nearest shops and restaurants.
Bembridge village has its own
harbour, three beaches and airport
Good fun is simply at the heart of
everything we do and we will try to
cater for whatever you enjoy. A varied
and interesting activities programme
is available and is designed in
partnership with our residents.
Typically, this includes activities
such as baking, gardening, Scrabble,
arts and crafts, watching sport,
reminiscing over photographs, or to
say it another way, “whatever you
like to do!” Nothing is off limits, just
let us know!

Every day offers something different
All our residents are encouraged to do as much for
themselves as they can. This will often include
completing daily living activities and, sometimes, just
exercising positive choice over how they want to be
assisted. This is particularly important for people living
with dementia. Our dedicated team of carers is
constantly on hand to provide specialist support in
situations where our residents would otherwise find it
difficult to express themselves.
Many of our residents have hobbies that they wish to
continue and we will do all we can to ensure this is
possible. This may mean being actively supported to
continue with something such as flower arranging,
attending WI meetings or playing bowls at their local
club. Or it could be talking about football, ensuring the
Cup Final is on the television or even watching a local
club game live with a carer. Maintaining interests can
even be helped through looking at photos, reminiscing
and talking about the way it used to be.
The dining experience is a real highlight of the day and
residents really enjoy eating their meals in the spacious
and open plan dining room. Food is an essential part of
life at The Elms and that is why we only employ
exceptional chefs with a real passion for healthy and
tasty home cooking. We cook everything on site from
scratch using, wherever possible, fresh produce.

The Elms has all the facilities and
services you would expect...
•

Nursing Care

•

Courtyard gardens and patio areas

•

Dementia Care

•

•

Close to the beach, local shops and
restaurant

Residential Care

Full activities programme

•

•

Palliative Care

Laundry Service

•

•

Respite and Day Care

•

48 Beds all with en-suite rooms

Access to a range of services including;

•
•

Specialist baths and hoists available
24-hour care

•

Chiropodist

•

Home cooked meals prepared by our
dedicated chefs

•

Hairdressing

•

Wifi

•

Other services on request

•

Car Parking

•

Special occasions celebrated

•

Open house - family and friends
welcome at any time

We believe we make a difference.
Thankfully, our friends and family agree...
“As you know it was a difficult decision to
uproot Mum from her own home but, within
a short space of time, it was evident to see
by the smiles she gave your staff how
much she had settled in...”

“I really don’t know how to thank you for the
amazing love and support you gave my
darling Dad. You do an amazing job and
we’re so grateful to you.”

“It’s a lovely place, really homely. The
activities are wonderful, there’s always
something to do.”

“Thank you so much for all the care,
friendship, love and laughs...”

“During my time, the care staff and nurses
provided considerable support, such that
my visit was relaxing and stress-free.”

“It’s so friendly! The home is comfortable, we
enjoy delicious food and great company. I
don’t need to shop or cook. I have it made!”

“I love the fact that I have someone to call if
I need them. I enjoy the food, the care is
good and I have peace of mind. I have slept
better since I moved here because I feel
safe.”

“The staff and residents are all part of a big
family which I will look back on with
affection.”

Feel free to visit any of our family of
Homes, and see how much we really care

The Elms Nursing Home
Swains Road, Bembridge,
Isle of Wight, PO35 5XS
01983 872248
Elms.admin@hartfordcare.co.uk

www.hartfordcare.co.uk

